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The recently discovered pseudoscalar isoscalar resonance 
t(1440) 11 ·21 is either a gluonium state or a radially exci
ted state ~~. other candidates for the corresponding SU~ -no-
net PR bein~ rr'(1205)·17~ 31 , ((1275) =~l41 and, possibly, 
K '(-1400)cKR 51 Relying upon analogy with a pattern of Tt-TJ' 
mixing in the ground-state pseudoscalar nonet P=(rr.~·~',K)161 

we propose a natural Ansatz for ~k-~~ mixing in thePR, which 
seems to be consistent with the identification t (1440):= ~_a. 

The most characteristic feature of the ~.,.,, mixing which 
has been demonstrated in Ref / 61 is the maximum ~'" splitt
ing. Due to a strong dependence of the mixing parameter £~ 
on particle masses (or, equivalently, on effective masses of 
constituent quarks), the maximum splitting condition (MSC) 
does not lead to any simple mass relation. In addition, the 
qq components of the ~ and ~,are slightly non-orthogonal. 
Neglecting this non-orthogonality the MSC predicts the sing-
let-octet mixing angle () p= -arctg(l/2v'F);;; 19.47 °, the 
corresponding prediction for the strong-non-strange mixing 
angle e..,..,,'!!ep -On + 90° being e,,.: .. e0 .. arctg(l/J2);;; 35.26°. 
By using 'the MSC- the correct masses of the ~' and K. were 
obtained in Ref./6/, and the angles are in a very good agree
ment with the recent data on the ~'l~ production (here and in 
what follows we use the notation 0.532(48)=0.532~0.048,etc.): 

K ,::£'(rr-p-o.rz..:&. .• o.532(48); R ,::B(Jj.p_.~'.J:l__=5.88(1.46).171 (l) 
~~ a ( rr- p _. ~ n) ~~ B ( J I t/1 _. T/ y) 

ForK~~- the weighted average of the three experiments 181 

with high statistics is given. The value of R~~, obtained 
in/7/ does not significantly contradict several earlier mea
surements which give somewhat smaller values but have rather 
1oor statistics for the ~-. Relating ~~- and R~~' to the 
1ixing angles, K ,. tane , , R- 1, ;;;(k /k -)3 tan2 fJp , 

• ~ll. ~~ Bll 11 n .1e hnd from Eq. 1.1) that (J~~--36. (.13)0 and Op•-20.8(24)0 {or () ,= 
= 33.9(24)0 

) • In Ref. /9/ we have shown that the predicted ~ 11 

._mgle IJp is also consistent with all available data on radia
:ive decays V-oPy, p_. Vy , P-oyy of the vector, V-(p,w, 
<P , Kv ), and the pseudo scalar (P) light mesons c.::·- ~pt the width 

f'(~-oyy). Using uew data on some of these decays (~~YY , p-+rry , 

~'-owy) we now can obtain the best fit for e.,.,~, which is: 
0

1111
,- 35.8(1.8) 0

, , i.e., IJp•-18.9(1.8) 0 (f'(~-oyy) has not been 
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used in the fit). The weighted average of all three determi
nations is: 

0 ,. 35.6(1.0) 0
' 

1711 

Disregarding an unlikely possibility that this impressive 
agreement of the essentially independent measurements of 0 7111 -

with each other and with the theoretical prediction is purely 
accidental, we conclude that the mixing model of Ref. 16 1 is 
experimentally confirmed. 

For the 11 -->yy decay our prediction is 191 I'( 71 -. YJ' ) 

= 0.65+0.75 keV, which is significantly larger than the value 
0.323(46) keV quoted by PDG 151 . This value was obtained in one 
experiment, the result of another, earlier experiment (also 
using the Primakoff effect) has been: 1.00(22) kevi 5(Evident
ly, f( w•ry} must be measured again, preferably by using 
a new method, e.g., two-photon production of the 11 in e+e-
annihilation. 

Let us pattern the PR after the P nonet. To roughl~ esti
mate the 11R mass we use the relation u ;j (M~j ,R- Mi~ )• f3 1 (where 
ai'. is the Regge trajectory slope for the q

1
q. states,and 

Mil (Mi R ) is the mass of the ground (radially e~cited) qiq 
st!ateJ.' Using a~t';;0.342 161 we find Nirl.36. Then, with 11~ J 
= 112 + {3/ a'- where a'- - 0.91 161, we obtain 11 R;; l. 23 GeV. Al-

uu uu . 
lowing for some dependence of ~~ on i and j and - 5% uncerta~n-
ty in a~ii one can more safely estimate 77R=I.20+I.25 GeV, 
which is in agreement with the value obtained in 131. The mass 
formulae for the members of the PR -nonet with mixing desc
ribed by , ~ are: 

2 
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R 

where m2 
R 

2 
, bR are parameters and 

,--2 2. R 
2,2,R ~&Rsm(207171 -); (3) 

0~-is the matrix mixing angle (in what follows 01/R, "' 0 ) , 
~R"" s~-u2R> fs 2 -u 2 = 11.2 ~0.11 GeV 2/6/. We also expect

71 
that 

0 <t: ~E2 and correspondingly 0$0 , . 
ConsiJer the dependence of 11 R , 11R 

11~nd 11 ~ on mR , oR , and 
0, defined by Eqs. (2) and (3). The Jacobian a(77 , 11R' 71~) I 
I a(mR. llR' 6) vanishes if tan (2 ()) .. \1'2. i.e. ' o-1,2(90-0of .. ()1 

and o: .. 0+0
0 

-90°•-0
1 

;;;-27.4°. If the masses in the PR nonet 
are such tliat (J .. fit, the angle very rapidly varies with mas
ses which, in fact, are close to their extreme values. The 
exact meaning of this statement is the following. Using Eqs. 

2 

(2), (3) one can easily obtain the mass formula 

7t' 2+7) 2 - 2112 .. \''3( 11 R'2- 71
2 )sint20 + 0 ). 

R R R R 0 (4} 

As is now clear, the TJa mass has a maximum value for 8-01 • 

with 7lR and 11R fixed. Under similar conditions, 11R and 11~ 
have minimal values. 

For 8-01 Eq. (4) reads 

(/3-1)7)'2+21l2R=(\'3+1)7)2 • 
R R 

which is in striking agreement with masses of the "R 
and 1 : 

(5} 

(6) 

The equation (5) predicts one mass if the two others are 
known. With masses taken from Eq. (6) we obtain the predicti
ons 

(= 1.272(8), 77R=1.209(33), I E 1.449( iJ5). 

The prediction for the KR mass is K R:;; 1.285(5)and its identi
fication with the K '(-1400) candidate 151 being not impossible 
is as yet somewhat problematic. 

Note that the mass formula (4) for lo-o 1 !~10°essentially 
coinciriPs with Ff!_(')), ,qnrl thP m,q<:<;P<: ,qrp !'r;,rtir::.ll~· in<:<>n

sitive to variations of 0 in this interval. In contrast, the 
parameters K

1
• andR 1(,defined by analogy with Eq.(l), exhi

bit very stro~g dependence on IJ. For l 0-0
1 

!5 5r~ we can esti
mate them by using the following linear approximations: 

- 1 
K1(;; 0.27 +(8-0

1 
)c'/40°, R

1
(;;; 0.32-(8-0

1 
) 0 /40°. 

From existing data on 1 and ( production one can only make an 
"educated guess" on their upper bounds R-;l~ 0.25, K1 t; $.0.4 
(see /1. 2 •41 ) , which gives 30r,:;. (} ~ 32°. Any statist~cally 
significant violation of the inequality 0.58~R~1 + K,( $0.65 
which must hold for 25" ~ e ~ 35° will disprove our simple 
interpretation of the r(1440). There remains a possibility of 
a strong mixing of the 1/R with gluonium, which is rather 
difficult to disprove. An applicable mixing of the 7)~ with 
the 7), is also allowed and can somewhat modify our quantita
tive estimates. 

A possibility of placing the 1 and ( in the PR-nonet was 
first discussed in Ref: 101 not considering mass formulae, 
quantitative m~x1ng models, and the recent information on the 
r.~ 31 • Relying upon qualitative estimates of K

1
( and R-;( the 
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author of ref /10/ concludes that the identification ,1(1400)=- 1)~ 
is unlikely. 

In our opinion, the evidence given above demonstrates that 
this remarks to be proved "beyond any reasonable doubt". To 
uncover the real identity of the 1(1440) significantly better 
upper bounds on R~~ and K1( are needed. For quant~tati~e 
understanding the structure of the PR-nonet a conf1rmat1on 
of the "R• ( , K and further information on their properties 
would be desirable. 
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$HnHnnoa A1T. £2-82-394 
!1ceBAOCKaJI:HpHbl€ paAHaJib!IO B03-6YJKA€HHble COCTO:HHHH 
11 rrpo6neMa 1 (1440) -Me30Ha 

!1peAJIOJKeHa MOAeJib CliJibHOro CMelllHBaHHH B PaAHaJibHO B030yJK
geHHOM ITCeBAOCKaJIHpHOM HOHeTe, OCHO~aHHa:H Ha aHanorHH CO CMe
IIIU.BaH.HeM B OCHOBHOM HOH<:'T€, CpaBHeHHe npeACKa3b1BaeMbiX MaCCOBbiX 
4JopMyJI H COQTHOWeHHH MeJKgy aepo:HTHOCTRMH pOJKAeHH:H H30Cl<aJIHPHbiX 
t.laCTH~ C 3KCnepHMeHTaJibHbiMH AaHHb!MH 0 pe30HaHCaX 17 '(12(}9), <(1275) 
1 (1440) yKa3biB8eT Ha B03NOJKHOCTb pa3M€!1l€HHR 3THX COCTOHHHH B OA 
HOM paAHaJibHOM HOHeTe. 

Pa6oTa BblnOJIHeHa B na6opaTopHH TeopeTHt.~eCKOH .PH3HKH OHHH. 

Filippov A.T. 
Radially Excited Pseudoscalar States 
and the •(1440) Problem 

E2-82-394 

A model of strong m1x1ng in the radially excited pseudo
scalar nonet, which is based on analogy with mixing in the 
ground-state nonet, is proposed. Comparing the predicted mass 
formulae and ratios of the isoscalar particle production with 
existing data on the rr'(120a).((1275) and •(1440)resonances we con
clude that all these states can be placed in the radial nonet. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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